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1. Important Safety Information for HERADIYA 

Caution 

Read all safety information below before using HERADIYA. 

 WARNING 

 

1. Some people may experience eye pain, vision problems, or epileptic seizures in rare cases due to 

flickering screens or other stimulation of light. 

For these people, exposure to certain patterns or backgrounds on TV screens or video game play can 

cause these epileptic seizures or vision problems. Under these conditions, those who have no history 

of seizures or epilepsy may also cause previously undetected epilepsy symptoms or seizures. If you or 

your family members have epilepsy symptoms or seizures of any kind, please consult a doctor before 

playing. 

If you experience the following health problems or symptoms, please stop using it immediately and 

consult a doctor. 

1) Dizziness 

2) A blurred and distorted view 

3) A twitch in the eye or muscle 

4) Loss of consciousness 

5) Disorientation  

6) Convulsion 

7) All types of involuntary movements or cramp 

Resume playing the game after approval of a doctor with these symptoms. 

2. Never allow infants or pets to approach HERADIYA during operation. 

 

 FOR SAFETY 

 

Read This Instruction Manual Carefully Before Using This Equipment. Parents and guardians of 

children should read each instruction manual first and guide them on how to use it safely. 
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 WARNING 

 

HERADIYA is designed for safety with sufficient consideration.  Failure to follow these safety 

instructions could result in fire, electronic shock, injury, or damage to HERADIYA or other property. 

Read all safety information below before using HERADIYA. 

1. Don’t attempt to install or repair HERADIYA yourself. 

2. Never touch the power cable and LAN cable, or any other electrical appliance with wet hands. 

3. Handle the power cable with care. Using damaged cables can cause fire or electric shock. 

4. Avoid stepping on the power cable or getting stuck in other objects, especially where the cable 

comes from the main body. 

5. Don’t place heavy objects on the cable. Never pull the cable. 

6. Clean the dirty plug and connecter with dry cloth before connecting it. Dirt and foreign substances 

cause a fire or electric shock. 

7. Immediately stop using the device with malfunctions, strange sounds or smells, too hot device to be 

touched. Unplug from the outlet and disconnect the cable. 

8. Install and use in a flat and stable place. 

9. Don’t operate the device delivered in sub-zero weather immediately after installation. 

10. Cut the power plug and discard it when disposing of the device. 

 

Use and Management 

 

1. You can only enjoy the games installed on this device. 

2. Don’t place the device in a hot and humid place, direct sunlight, or near a heating appliance. 

3. Never use other golf clubs except items available-wedge and putter with this device. 

4. Stop using HERADIYA immediately if you feel tired, discomfort or pain in arm and leg muscles while 

playing a game. 

5. Keep device, accessories, and small parts out of reach of children. It can cause injuries, accidents, 

and failures, such as swallowing small parts by mistake or winding cables around the neck. 

6. Don’t play HERADIYA or use accessories near to water. 

7. Keep the device or accessories out of water, small debris, or foreign substances. 
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8. There is a limit to the game storage data that can be stored in the device's memory. External 

storage, such as memory cards, cannot be used. 

9. Don’t place the HERADIYA in an unstable place, such as tilting or vibration. 

10. Don’t step on top of the HERADIYA, put things on it, or stack other parts on the main body. 

11. Unplug the HERADIYA power cable from the outlet when not using it for a long time, working or 

being moved. 

12. Hold and unplug the plug properly when disconnecting. Never pull the cable or pull it in a 

different direction. 

13. Don’t connect the plug to a transformer or power inverter. It causes burns and failures. 

14. Never disassemble or modify the main body or accessories yourself. 

 

Vents 

 

Don’t block the vents. Observe the following for ventilation. 

1. Install at least 10cm away from the wall. 

2. Don’t the product with cloth or cover. 

3. Keep dust out of vents. 

  

Maintenance 

 

1. Unplug the device from the outlet when you are servicing it. 

2. Don’t use a paint thinner, benzene, or alcohol. Don’t wipe with a chemical cleaning cloth. 

3. Remove the dust with a low suction cleaner or a dry cloth from vents of the main body. 

4. Don’t use the plugs connected to the main body in a dirty state. When used in dirty conditions, 

current may not flow properly. Wipe with a dry cloth when dirty. 

Use HERADIYA in accordance with the instructions in this User's Guide. Interpretation, 

modification, or analysis or utilization of the internal circuit structure of the device is prohibited. 

Any unauthorized modification of this instrument is not warranted. There are no user-repairable 

parts inside this product. 
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 2. Explore HERADIYA 

Exploring 

HEARADIYA Appearance and Function 

Check the configuration of each part of the product. 

 Nomenclature 
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2. Explore HERADIYA 

CAUTION 

Use the white golf ball (Products with all camera sensors operating except white may cause 

recognition errors.) 

Place only ONE ball on the mat. (The camera sensor recognizes all the balls and causes an error.) 
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 3. Using 

Using HERADIYA 

Game Information 

Game Type of HERADIYA 

 

Program  
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Stroke 

 

1. Short Game 

A game type connected from approach to put game. 

 

2. Approach Game 

1) 123 Game : A game for the sense of carry distance when approaching. 

[Place a ball on a high scoreboard] 

 

2) COLA Approach Game : A game for approaching shot practice  

[Carry, run, and direction should be in sync] 

 

3. Put Game 

1) GOLING Game : Game on the green. A real game to target the hole cup by grasping 

the undulation and lie according to the topography. 

2) COLA Game : A game for practicing direction and distance, and the closer you get to 

COLA zone, the higher the score. 

 

※ See the HERADIYA homepage or Youtube for more information.  

HomePage(http://www.heradiya.com)  

Youtube(http://www.youtube.com/@HERADIYA) 
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 Playing Games on the Network 

 

Use the app to compete with other online users with any game in stroke mode. 
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 A Driving Range 

 

Distance practice mode for approach and putting. 
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 Game Configuration l Short Game 

 

“The Definitive Game” requiring both an accurate approach and a putt 

Shot close to the hole with an accurate approach. 

Key Point: Check the undulation around the hole and set the direction 
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 Game Configuration l 123 Game 

 

A game for accurate carry distance 

Key Point: Recognition about an accurate carry distance when approaching 
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 Game Configuration l COLA Approach Game 

 

The representative game of HERADIYA, the approach game version of COLA 

Key Point: Accurate approach carry distance  
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 Game Configuration l COLA Game 

 

A different COLA zone is set in each round. 

A game to set a ball on COLA zone with putting twice. 

Stopping close to the line as possible gets a high score after putting exactly the required 

distance 
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 Game Configuration l GOLING Game 

 

The real game for putt 

Key Point: Consideration of the condition of the field, such as distance, lie, green speed, etc 

The game's bonus points maximize the game's interest. 
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 Game Configuration l A Driving Range for approach and putt 

 

Practice mode to make the desired carry distance, a putt practice range for sophisticated 

putts, approach practice range to check both carry and run 
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 4. Check 

Check 

 

AS & Warranty Regulations 

 

미래야놀자 Inc. (Hereinafter referred to as our company) provides A/S to the customer in 

accordance with the following regulations. Please read this regulation carefully and request 

an A/S if you agree. 

 

1. The warranty period is one year from the date of purchase. 

2. Subject to consumer dispute resolution standards under the Framework Act on 

Consumers. 

3. If it fails in normal use (properly used in accordance with the manual for use) 

during the warranty period, our company will repair it free of charge (exclude 

consumables). 

4. About Exchange/Repair 

1) Additional installations that cannot be returned during exchange/repair may not be returned. 

Remove the items (such as stickers) after purchasing the product before asking for repair 

2) The product provides replacement or repair service at our company’s discretion, in which case 

the new product may be replaced with a refurbished product with the same performance and 

stability. 

3) Initialization and reset of this product are required during the product exchange/repair process. 

4) It may be exchanged for a product that is different from the specification of this device 

depending on the contents of the A/S. 

5) The setting and storage data of the main body may change. 

6) Exchange/repair may result in loss of your data. Our company is not responsible for the entire 

lost data. 

7) The software can be updated. 

8) Consumables can be replaced for a fee. Please check our company website 
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(https://www.heradiya.com/) for customer support. 

9) Product delivery and installation fee is charged in case of exchange/repair other than initial 

delivery and installation 

 

 

5. Exchange/refund or repair is not possible in the following cases even during the 

warranty period, 

1) Without warranty 

2) No purchase date on the warranty 

3) When the warranty is modified arbitrarily 

4) In the case that the warranty doesn’t belong to this product or cannot be verified by the 

warranty of this product 

5) Products used in a manner that violates our Software Terms and Conditions 

6) Damage from careless use or use of other golf clubs (e.g. driver or 7 iron) 

7) Damage due to external factors (loads such as movement, shock, pressure, liquid/foreign 

substance, etc.) after purchase 

8) Failure or damage due to fire/earthquake/wind/lightning other natural disasters, pollution, salt 

damage, abnormal voltage, etc 

9) Our company judge that it doesn’t function after repair due to too much damage. 

10)  Consumables (e.g. buttons, front nets, bottom mats, etc.) or parts worn out due to frequent use 

11)  Products repaired/disassembled/modified (including software) arbitrarily 

12)  Change your mind 

13)  Under our company’s judgment that it’s the case from 1 to 

6. Caution 

1) You need to use on-site repair or delivery service depending on the product's failure condition.  

It will be treated after A/S requests and applications. 

2) This regulation is valid only in Korea. Our company doesn’t offer any service in Korea in the case 

of products sold overseas. 

https://www.heradiya.com/
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3) Our company may renew/amend this regulation at any time. Visit our company’s Customer 

Support page (https://www.heradiya.com/) for the latest information on this regulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Main Specifications 

 

Design and specifications can be changed without notice. 

The screen images used in this User's Guide may differ from the actual product. 
 

SIze 
HERA, HERA S 540 x 350 x 1950 mm (W x D x H) 

DIYA 650 x 310 x 1300 mm (W x D x H) 

Weight 
HERA, HERA S About 50kg 

DIYA About 40kg 

Max power consumption 190W 

Allowable temperature 5oC~35oC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.heradiya.com/
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 Check before A/S Request 

 

If there is a problem with the product, please check the following before requesting it to the service 

center. 

 

 Copyright/Trademark 

 

헤라디야 and HERADIYA are registered trademarks or trademarks. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

The software on this device is subject to the licensing provisions of HERADIYA. 

 

Disorder Examples Checklist Action 

Inoperable when 

powered on 

Poor contact between power cord 

and socket 

Check  power cord and 

socket 

Broken power wires, power cord Contact C/S 

Burned fuses Contact C/S 

Electronic circuit disorder Contact C/S 

Mat doesn’t come down 

when button is pressed 

Poor contact between power cord 

and socket 

Check  power cord and 

socket 

Broken power wires, power cord Contact C/S 

Button Disorder Poor contact between power cord 

and socket 

Check  power cord and 

socket 

Broken power wires, power cord Contact C/S 

Broken buton Contact C/S 

Ball not recognized Direct light Avoid direct light 

Other abnormal causes Contact C/S 

The game isn’t running Check update Update the game 

Other abnormal causes Contact C/S 

Screen off Long time use Restart (after 30 min.) 

Other abnormal causes Contact C/S 

Broken-looking screen Long time use Restart (after 30 min.) 

Other abnormal causes Contact C/S 

The pin number doesn't 

come out 

Long time use Check update 

Other abnormal causes Contact C/S 
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 More Information 

 

Visit the website below for more information about HERADIYA. 

HERADIYA Website:   https://www.heradiya.com/ 

 

C/S 

 

The Customer Support page provides up-to-date inquiries and answers about HERADIYA at HERADIYA 

official website. 

Phone # : 1588-4613 

(Business hours : 09:30 ~ 17:00  l Except Saturday/Sunday/Holiday) 

https://www.heradiya.com/

